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People are Cochrane’s greatest asset
The best way for us to improve the quality of Cochrane Reviews is to bring these people together.
To make it easier for us to find each other and work together.
TaskExchange connects people who need help with their Cochrane Reviews with people who have the time and expertise to help.

Get help

Help out

Get the help you need to get your review done more quickly

Because it should be easy to help out on a review

login to TaskExchange
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post your task
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get your task completed
and your review finished
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Success!
complete your task and
help finish a review

How does TaskExchange benefit Cochrane?

How can TaskExchange help with your review?

Find out more or give us feedback:

Find out more or give us feedback:

@task_exchange
taskexchange@cochrane.org
overwhelming
job. At some stage author teams can get stuck with a

@task_exchange taskexchange@cochrane.org

taskexchange.cochrane.org
Doing a Cochrane Review is an important, substantial, and sometimes

taskexchange.cochrane.org

review task that’s bigger than expected, or with an element of a review
that they don’t have the skills to complete. By bringing Cochrane
Community members who need help together with those who can
help, this is how TaskExchange benefits everyone:
• improves the efficiency by which Cochrane contributors can find
others to help
• better utilizes the global evidence community in the production of
our reviews
• helps us do better reviews more quickly
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